INTERACTIVE BROKERS GROUP
ONE PICKWICK PLAZA
GREENWICH, CT 06830
(203) 61 8-5800
Thomas Peterffy
Chairman
David M. Battan
Vice President

February 10,2006
Via Electronic Mail
and Hand Delivery
Nancy Morris, Secretary
Securities and Exchange Commission
450 Fifth Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20549

Re:

Proposed Rule Change by the International Securities Exchange, Inc to Amend
Exchange Rules and Exchange Systems Governing Directed Orders; SR-ISE
2006-01 and SR-ISE-2006-02

Dear Ms. Morris:
The Interactive Brolters Group, on behalf of its affiliates Timber Hill LLC and
Interactive Brokers LLC, respectfully submits these comments on the proposals of the
International Securities Exchange ("ISE") to amend its directed order rules and its systems
to provide that the identity of a firm submitting a directed order to a market maker for price
improvement will be disclosed to the market maker. The ISE proposal is substantially
similar to a pending rule proposal submitted by the Boston Options Exchange; SR-BSE2005-52.
The goal of the BOX rule change now copied by the ISE was to provide recipients
of directed orders with a means to provide price improvement to customers while at the
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same time avoiding the burden and expense of handling large numbers of directed orders
sent by competing marltet malters for arbitrage and other tactical purposes. Under the BSE
and ISE proposals, market makers could use the identity of the sending firm and decline to
price improve arbitrage orders sent from competing market makers while agreeing to price
improve small customer orders sent from firms with whom the market maker has a
business relationship.
As we explained at length in a comment letter filed in connection with the BOX
rule proposal (attached hereto as Appendix I), we believe that allowing market malters to
know which order flow provider is directing a price improvement order to them is
consistent with the Exchange Act and the Commission's Firm Quote rule. Nonetheless, we
believe that the better approach to solving the problem addressed by the BSE and ISE
proposals is to preserve the anonymity of all orders, but to allow each BOX or ISE market
maker to inform the exchange in advance which firms the market maker is willing to
accept orders from.
Under this approach, market makers would be able to decline to accept directed
orders from hostile competitors-- thereby avoiding the practical burdens and fiduciary
obligations attendant in handling such orders-- and yet the principle that orders in
electronic markets generally should be anonymous will be preserved. Of course, marltet
makers will still have to trade on their firm quotes with anyone who presents to them a
marltetable order (i.e., the ordinary ISE and BOX order booMautomatic execution
processes will remain unchanged and completely open to all comers). But market makers
would not have to go beyond the Firm Quote rule and would not be forced to receive and
evaluate their competitors' limit orders for price improvement and assume the legal risks
and economic burdens in handling these orders.

We respectfully suggest that the Commission pursue this alternative approach with
BOX and ISE. Such an approach will preserve these exchanges' strict compliance with the
Firm Quote rule and will ensure equal, anonymous access to firm quotes, while at the same
time preserving the long-standing principles that price improvement is (by definition)
voluntary and that no firm is obligated to represent or handle limit orders from unwanted
sources.
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Please contact either of undersigned if you require any additional information or
would like to discuss these matters further.

Thomas Peterffj
Chairman

Vice President

cc:

Chairman Christopher Cox
Commissioner Cynthia A. Glassnlall
Commissioi~erPaul S . Atltiils
Commissioner Roe1 C . Carnpos
Commissio~lerAnnette L. Nazareth
Robert L.D. Colby
Elizabeth King
Deborah Flynn

Appendix I
Interactive Brokers Group Comment Letter
on SR-ISE-2006-01 and SR-ISE-2006-02
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January 24, 2006
Via Electronic Mail
and Hand Delivery
Nancy Morris, Secretary
Securities and Exchange Commission
450 Fifth Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20549
Re:

Proposed Rule Change by the Boston Stock Exchnnge, Inc. Relating to
the Directed Order Process on the Boston Options Exchange, File No.
SR-BSE-2005-52

Dear Ms. Morris:
The Interactive Brokers Group, on behalf of its affiliates Timber Hill LLC and
Interactive Brolters LLC, respectfully submits these comments on the proposal of the
Boston Stock Exchange ("BSE") to amend its Directed Order rules to clarify that the
identity of the firm submitting a Directed Order to a inarltet maker for price improvement
will be disclosed to the market maker.
The BSE proposal presents a straightforward legal and policy issue: whether a
market maker, in deciding whether voluntarily to execute an order at a price better than
that market maker's legally enforceable Firm Quote, can consider the source of the
incoming order in deciding whether to price improve it (e.g.,declining to price improve
arbitrage orders sent from competing market makers while agreeing to price improve
small customer orders sent from firms with whom the market maker has a business
relationship). As we show below, the BSE proposal to allow marltet makers to know
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which order flow provider is directing a price improvement order to them is fully
consistent with the Commission's Firm Quote Rule and with longstanding market
practice, will reduce abusive behavior between marltet makers, and will foster greater
price improvement of public customer orders on BOX.

Most orders on BOX are executed on the BOX order book at the best bid or offer
currently being displayed by the dozens of competing market malters on BOX. Similar to
an ECN, the BOX order book is fully electronic and anonymous and any marketable
order sent to the book will trade at the BOX market makers' collective best Firm Quote.
As an adjunct to the anonymous limit order book, BOX developed a Directed
Order process, the purpose of which was to allow BOX order flow providers (or "OFPs")
to send customer price improvement orders to specified market malters (and thus to allow
marltet makers to compete for order flow through price improvement provided to
brokerage customers rather than payment for order flow to brokerage firms). When a
BOX marltet malter receives a Directed Order, the market maker must either: a) price
improve the order by at least one penny (at which time a 3-second "PIP" auction is begun
for further price improvement); or b) decline to price improve the order (at which time
the order is released to the BOX book and guaranteed to execute at the BOX Firm Quote
if BOX is at the National Best Bid or Offer - "NBBO").
Because of a series of procedural protections built into the BOX Directed Order
system at the Commission's behest, even if a market maker declines to price improve a
Directed Order that has been sent to the market malter, that order will receive firm quote
treatment and either will be filled at the market maker's Firm Quote (if NBBO) or linked
away to another exchange (if not NBBO). Thus, no order is ever prejudiced by a marlcet
maker's decision not to price improve the order.
Under the current BOX technology platform and rules, a marlcet maker must
indicate whether it is willing to accept Directed Orders or not. If a market malter opens
its gateway to Directed Orders, any BOX order flow provider can send Directed Orders
through the gateway. Moreover, such orders can be customer orders, orders from brokerdealers, or even orders from competing marltet makers.
While no Directed Order is ever prejudiced by a market maker's decision not to
price improve it, a market maker incurs a significant burden wlien it receives a Directed
Order. While the market maker holds a Directed Order, the marlcet maker is fully subject
to best execution and limit order handling obligations - even though the market maker
has no control over whom it receives these orders from. If the marltet maker determines
not to price improve the Directed Order and the Directed Order is released to trade on the
BOX book, the market maker must yield priority and all other market makers can trade
with the order at NBBO ahead of the original marlcet maker. Moreover, if no other
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market malters decide to trade with the Directed Order during the three second period
after it is released to the book, the original market maker, if it was posting NBBO when
the Directed Order was received, must guarantee the Directed Order a fill at the original
NBBO, even if the market has moved and that favorable NBBO price otherwise would no
longer be available. Forcing the marltet malter to guarantee its Firm Quote for three
seconds for a Directed Order that it declines to price improve, while at the same time
forcing the marltet maker to yield for three seconds to other marltet makers who want to
trade at that price, provides an incentive for the receiving market maker to price improve
the Directed Order and yet at the same time protects the Directed Order if the marltet
malter declines to price improve it.
The customer protections built into the BOX Directed Order rules have
nonetheless created an opportunity for some BOX market makers to engage in abusive
practices that were not intended and that jeopardize the ability of all market makers to
price improve customer orders. Some BOX market malters have declined to accept any
Directed Orders themselves, and yet at the same time have adopted the tactic of sending
large numbers of unwanted Directed Orders to other, competing marltet makers using
various arbitrage strategies. For example, a market maker may buy an option for $5.00
on another exchange and then immediately send a Directed sell Order to a market malter
on BOX against BOX'S $5.00 bid, attempting to pick up a risk-free dollar or two per
contract. Or if the BOX best bid is $5.00 for 20 contracts, a marker maker may send a
sell order to the BOX book for 20 and at the same time send a Directed Order for 20
contracts to a competing market malter. Again, because of the customer protections built
into the BOX rules, the BOX marltet maker receiving these Directed arbitrage Orders
either will end up price-improving a competing market maker's order, or declining to
price improve it and thus having to yield priority at the NBRO.'
The current BOX rule proposal would address this situation by clarifying that the
identity of the firm sending a Directed Order is disclosed to the receiving marltet maker.
This will enable market makers to decline to price improve unwanted Directed Orders
from professional sources or from hostile competitors. As explained above, these orders
declined for price improvement still will be executed at the market maker's Firm Quotes,
but the receiving marltet malter will be able to limit price improvement to the customers
A marltet maker (MMI) may also send a Directed sell Order in a volatile stock. If the
receiving market maker (MM2) declines to price improve the order, the order will go to the BOX
book. If the market moves down during the subsequent three seconds, MMI will get a favorable
high fill on its sell order from MM2 at the NBBO as it existed prior to the market moving down.
If the market does not move down, or moves up, MM1 can put in a buy order itself or through an
affiliate during the three seconds (because MM2 has to wait until three seconds have elapsed
before it can trade against MMl's now-unfavorable sell order). Through this activity the original
market maker sending the Directed Order creates a free option for itself to trade or not to trade
against MM2 depending on the movement of the market during the three seconds in which
MM2's quote essentially is frozen.
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and firms to whom the market malter actually wishes to confer this voluntary benefit.
Without this protection, market makers subject to large numbers of Directed Orders sent
for arbitrage purposes or by hostile competitors simply will have to tighten their risk
parameters and give less price improvement to everyone - or stop giving price
improvement at all.
This would be a poor result for public option customers. Since the inception of
the BOX market and its price improvement auction, option spreads have narrowed,
trading volumes and liquidity are expanding, competing exchanges have been forced to
adopt electronic trading and to begin to develop price improvement mechanisms, and tens
of millions of dollars that otherwise would have been paid to broker-dealers as payment
for order flow has been paid instead directly to option customers:
Total savings to option investors in 2005 through BOX price improvement
auctions was over $32.5 MM.
53% of marketable public customer orders sent to BOX received price
improvement-- an average of 2,970 public customer orders each day.
Average price improvement per contract on BOX was $2.55.
Price improvement on BOX particularly benefited small customer orders, as
87% of all price improvement was for orders of 20 contracts or fewer.
Based on the developments of the past six months it has become crystal clear that
each of the other exchanges except BOX are competing with each other almost solely
based on how much payment for order flow they give to brokers and how clever their
payment for order flow schemes are. BOX, and the BOX market makers who attempt to
use the Directed Order process to provide price improvement, instead are attempting to
compete based on benefit to the customer. If the Directed Order process is allowed to be
subverted such that market makers are forced unwittingly to price improve orders of
competing market makers and firms, then true public customer price improvement will
whither or end altogether and competition among exchanges and market makers will
return to being exclusively based on payment for order flow. On the other hand, if
approved the current BOX rule proposal will maintain the price improvement incentive
by allowing market makers to provide this voluntary benefit on a targeted basis that
enhances their businesses.

Analvsis
In addition to being sound as a policy matter, the BOX proposal to allow market
makers to know who is sending them Directed Orders and thereby to limit price
improvement to specific order flow providers is consistent with the Firm Quote rule and
with the Commission's frequent statements on price improvement and limit order
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handling.

1. The Firm Quote Rule Allows Price Improvement To Be Offered On a
Differential Basis to Certain Order Flow Providers And/or Customers
The Firm Quote Rule requires marltet makers to execute trades at their best posted
prices on a fair and equal basis to anyone who presents them with a marketable order.
But there is no requirement under the Exchange Act or any Commission precedent that a
market maker price improve an order or even consider an order for price improvement,
which by definition is a voluntary execution by the market maker at better than its Firm
Quote.
Because price improvement - by definition - means voluntarily rebating some of
the bid-ask spread baclt to the customer and giving the customer a better fill than
required, market makers and specialists have always had discretion as to which customers
and order flow firms they will consider for price improvement. A market malter can
improve orders from some firms and not others; as long as the market maker always
trades on his posted quote on an equal and non-discriminatory basis.

A.

Box Rules Guarantee Firm Quote Treatment

As noted above, protections built into the BOX rules assure that even if a market
maker declines to price improve a Directed Order sent to it, the order still will be
executed at that marltet maker's Firm Quote, or if another BOX market malter is posting
a better price, then at the BOX Best Bid or Offer. Thus even if a market malter
systematically declines to price improve every order sent to it by a competing firm, every
such order nonetheless will be executed promptly and automatically at the BOX Firm
Quote (or linked away if BOX is not at the NBBO). There is thus no danger that
disclosing the identity of the firm sending a Directed Order will return the options
markets baclt to the bad old days where "firm quotes" were only really firm to some
customers some of the time.
The opponents of the proposed rule intentionally overlook this point and
p~~rposefully
blur the distinction between: a) a marltet maker's mandatory obligation to
execute any order, from anyone at the Firm Quote; with b) a market maker's voluntary
discretion to go beyond the Firm Quote and provide price improvement. The
Commission sliould ignore this attempted sleight of hand. The BOX rules and the BOX
system always guarantee Firm Quote compliance.

B.

The Commission Has Recognized that Market Makers May Provide
Price Improvement Solely to Their Own Customers Or To
Customers of Affiliated Firms

It has long been established that price improvement need not be offered equally to
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all customers or firms. Instead. the Commission repeatedlq has recognized that marltet
malters (especially in the equities markets) historically h a ~ used
e
voluntary price
improvement to attract certain types of orders or customers. See e g.. SEC Report to the
Congress: The Impact of Recent Teclzr~oiogicnlAhlclnces on the Sectvities AVarkets
(Nov. 1997)('marltet makers * * * accept orders of up to a few thousand shares in the
most active listed stocks from retail firms or discount brolters. * * * inarltet maker
systems include price impro\,etnent algorithms that execute customer orders at prices
better than the prel-ailing marltet quotes under certain marltet conditions.").
Firms pro\.iding x~oluntaryprice improvement on an exclusi~ebasis to their
customers or to customers of their affiliates use it as a marketiilg ad~antageto gain
customers and nlarket share. See, e g., Website of Bernard L. Madoff In~estment
Securities LLC ("Madoff')("The hallmarks of our system are price improvement, speed,
and enhanced liquidit) delivered with a level of client s e n ice that sets us apart from our
competitors. Madoff utilizes a market based. algoritlimic approach to defining price
improvement and enhanced liquiditj-."). There l ~ a is~ e \ ~been
e r any suggestion that such
marltet malters must accept price impro\ elnent orders or pro\-ide ~ o l u n t a r lprice
improvement to competitors or to customers of competitors. To require that market
malters price improx,.e orders from competitors' customers 011 an equal basis with orders
from their own customers 1%-ouldelimiilate the \ erj7purpose of these price improvement
programs.
Indeed in this respect price improvemeilt is similar to payment for order flow.
Both payment for order flolv and price irnpro\lemelit come from the sanie source of funds
-namely, "extra" profit that a specialist or market rnalter realizes in a securities
transaction by virtue of the bid-ask spread. A marltet Inalter may voluntarily rebate some
of this "extra" profit back to the customer by giving a fill at a price better than the Firm
Quote - in which case it is called price impso\-emeizt. Or a nlarket maker may voluntarily
rebate some of this extra profit back to the broker that sent the order - in \ ~ h i c hcase it is
called payment for order flo~v.
Payment for order flon for options is not required to be paid on an equal basis
to all types of orders or order flow providers. and is not in fact paid on an equal basis to
all types of orders or order flow prot iders. Marltet malters pay for certain tqpes or sizes
of orders and not others and pal, for orders from certain firms and not others. Again, this
underscores that price improvement, lilte payment for order flo~v,is a benefit that is
conferred on a voluntarj- basis by a marltet malter. The Commission has never confused
this voluntary ability to prox,ide price improvenlent (or payment for order flow) with the
mandatory obligation to execute at the market maker's Firm Quote. It should not do so
now.
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A market maker incurs a significant burden when it receives a Directed Order.
While the marltet malter holds a Directed Order, the market maker is subject to best
execution and limit order handling obligations. If the marltet malter declines to price
improve the Directed Order and the Directed Order is released to trade on the BOX book,
the marltet maker must yield priority and all other marltet makers can trade with the order
at NBBO ahead of the original market maker. Moreover, if no other marltet makers trade
with the Directed Order during the three second period after it is released to the book, the
original marltet maker must guarantee the Directed Order a fill at the market maker's
Firm Quote, even if the market has moved and that favorable price is no longer available.
Receiving a Directed Order in a certain option therefore essentially freezes the marltet
malter's quote for three seconds, exposing him to potential loss in the event that the
marltet in the underlying stock moves.
BOX market makers that wish to provide price improvement to their own
customers or to customers of firms with whom they have a business relationship are
willing to accept these burdens inherent in the Directed Order process in exchange for the
opportunity to grow their business and marltet share. The circumstance becomes much
different, however, where competing marltet makers, who themselves refuse to accept
any Directed Orders, send large numbers of Directed arbitrage and market maker Orders
through the system to other marltet makers. In this case the receiving market makers lose
all of the benefit of participating in the Directed Order program. If a market maker price
improves a particular order -this merely benefits the marltet malter's competitor. If the
marltet malter declines to price improve, the market malter is stuck and cannot update its
price for three seconds and must guarantee its competitor a fill at its Firm Quote.
Allowing a market maker systematically to decline to price improve hostile Directed
Orders is currently the only practical means of discouraging such orders from being sent.
3. BOX Order Flow Providers (Rather Than Market Makers) Who Provide
Price Improvement on BOX Are Aware of the Identity of the Sender and
Are Not Required to Price Improve Their Competitors' Orders

Opponents of the current BOX proposal claim that it is inherently unfair for a
BOX market malter to ltnow the identity of the firm that sent the Directed Order to the
marltet malter and to be able to differentiate among order sources in deciding whether to
provide price improvement. But this overlooks the fact that BOX Order Flow Providers
themselves also can provide price improvement Gust like marker makers) by acting as a
counterparty to a customer order in a BOX PIP auction. PIP auctions started by BOX
OFPs are no different than PIP auctions started by BOX marltet malters, and yet BOX
OFPs certainly ltnow the source of the incoming price iniprovement order (indeed they
know the identity of the underlying customer) and they certainly are under no obligation
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to price improve their competitors' orders on an equal basis. It would put BOX OFPs at a
tremendous competitive advantage to be able to differentiate among order sources in
deciding whether to provide price improvement and yet to deny this right to BOX market
malters. Again, such a policy decision merely would discourage firms from acting as
BOX marltet malters or from providing any price improvement at all through the Directed
Order process.

Conclusion
The BOX Directed Order process was designed to allow market makers to
compete to provide price improvement to public customer orders instead of having to
malte payments for order flow to those customers' brokers. The Directed Order process
has been subverted by certain marltet malters who themselves refuse to accept Directed
Orders and yet send large numbers of unwanted orders through the Directed Order
gateway. This imposes serious burdens on the receiving firms, and unless they are given
some method to defend themselves from this hostile Directed Order flow, price
improvement for customers will slow or stop on BOX.
Please contact either of undersigned if you require any additional information or
would lilte to discuss these matters further.

S/ Thomas Peterffy
Thomas Peterffy
Chairman

Vice President

cc:

Chairman Christopher Cox
Commissioner Cynthia A. Glassman
Commissioner Paul S. Atkins
Commissioner Roe1 C. Campos
Commissioner Annette L. Nazareth
Robert L.D. Colby
Elizabeth King
Deborah Flynn

